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Dynamics of electron injection and acceleration driven by laser wakefield in tailored1

density profiles2

P. Lee,∗ G. Maynard, T. L. Audet, and B. Cros†3

LPGP, CNRS, Univ. Paris-Sud, Université Paris-Saclay, 91405, Orsay, France4

R. Lehe and J.-L.Vay5

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA6

The dynamics of electron acceleration driven by laser wakefield is studied in detail using the PIC7

code WARP with the objective to generate high-quality electron bunches with narrow energy spread8

and small emittance, relevant for the electron injector of a multi-stage accelerator. Simulation9

results, using experimentally achievable parameters, show that electron bunches with an energy10

spread ∼ 11% can be obtained by using ionization-induced injection mechanism in a mm-scale11

length plasma. By controlling the focusing of a moderate laser power and tailoring the longitudinal12

plasma density profile, the electron injection beginning and end positions can be adjusted, while the13

electron energy can be finely tuned in the last acceleration section.14

PACS numbers: 52.38.Kd, 52.65.Rr, 52.35.Mw15

I. INTRODUCTION16

Laser wakefield acceleration (LWFA) capability to sus-17

tain fields in excess of 100 GV/m and produce short pulse18

electron bunches, makes it a promising way towards com-19

pact high energy accelerators for a wide range of applica-20

tions. Multi-stage acceleration schemes [1] additionally21

have the potential to provide scalability and control, and22

are actively investigated for the development of future23

accelerators [2]. In these schemes, an optimized electron24

injector that produces a high quality electron beam with25

narrow energy spread and small emittance is one of the26

key issues.27

The control of electron injection in the accelerating28

structures is an active research area [3]. Self-injection29

of plasma electrons into the accelerating structure oc-30

curs in the non-linear regime of laser driven wakefield31

through plasma wave breaking [4–7] and depends on the32

coupled non-linear evolution of laser pulse amplitude and33

plasma parameters. Control of electron injection can be34

achieved either by using an additional laser pulse as in35

the colliding-pulse scheme [8] which consists in generat-36

ing electrons in a selected region of the wakefield, or by37

shaping the plasma density, as for example in the density-38

transition based injection [9–13], which draws on a sharp39

downward plasma density transition between two adja-40

cent regions of different densities to allow precise local-41

ized injection.42

Alternatively, the ionization-induced injection scheme43

[14–16] utilizing the large difference in ionization poten-44

tials between successive ionization states of trace atoms,45

allows to create electrons at selected phases of the wake-46

field, resulting in low emittance beams. Experimentally,47

it can be achieved by focusing a single laser pulse in a gas48
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medium composed of a mixture of high atomic number49

(Z) gas usually oxygen, nitrogen, or argon and low Z gas50

usually hydrogen or helium. The major drawback of this51

injection mechanism is that the produced electron beam52

exhibits a large energy spread. This is the case because53

this injection mechanism occurs continuously over the54

laser-plasma interaction region, as long as the laser in-55

tensity exceeds the ionization threshold, or up to the end56

of the mixed gas length, or until some competing mech-57

anism, like beam loading, occurs. To reduce this wide58

energy spread, several experimental studies implement a59

mixed gas length reduced to a few mm in a two-stage60

laser wakefield accelerator configuration [17–22], the sec-61

ond accelerating stage acting as an energy filter; yet the62

generated electrons straight out of the injector still have a63

large energy spread, signifying that the mixed gas length64

is still longer than optimum and efficiency of coupling to65

the accelerating stage can be improved. As pointed out66

in [23], there is a linear correlation between the energy67

spread and the mixed gas length, implying that the beam68

quality can be improved by reducing the gas length. In69

this respect, much efforts were directed to tailoring the70

gas-density profile [24, 25] and to using moderate power71

pulses [26] to limit the injection length, showing promis-72

ing results.73

Independent control of laser-wakefield acceleration and74

injection in two overlapped composite gas jets was re-75

cently demonstrated in [27] using self-injection and in76

[19] using ionization injection, resulting in tunable elec-77

tron beams with reduced energy spread. In both cases,78

the obtained full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) en-79

ergy spread of the produced electron bunch suggests that80

operating parameters can be further optimized.81

We have performed numerical studies using the PIC82

code WARP to determine optimized conditions for con-83

trolled ionization injection using a moderate power laser84

pulse, propagating in a single-stage mixed-gas cell. By85

analyzing the dynamics of electron injection and accel-86
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eration in this moderately non-linear regime, we identify87

the mechanisms controlling the beginning and end of in-88

jection, and propose a way of tuning finely the electron89

beam energy while preserving its energy spread, by tai-90

loring the longitudinal density profile of the last accelera-91

tion zone. This method produces electron bunches with a92

FWHM energy spread, ∆E of ∼ 9 MeV for a peak energy93

of 82.6 MeV.94

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows:95

we present the simulation setup and the choice of laser-96

plasma parameters relevant to experimental conditions97

for an injector in Section II A. In Section II B, we de-98

scribe the properties of the injected beam in the mixed-99

gas cell and give a detailed analysis of the dynamics of100

accelerated electrons. Finally, we discuss and illustrate101

in Section III the approach to tune the electron beam102

energy while preserving the energy spread.103

II. SIMULATION SETUP AND RESULTS104

A. Choice of parameters105

Laser and plasma parameters are chosen in order to106

achieve electron acceleration to energies in the range of107

50− 200 MeV, well suited for an injector. The lower limit108

at 50 MeV ensures that space charge effects will not be109

dominant, and that energy spread can be minimized as it110

scales as 1/γ2, where γ = (1−(v/c)2)−1/2, is the Lorentz111

factor, v the velocity of the electron and c, the speed of112

light. The upper limit is fixed at 200 MeV to allow for a113

compact transport line for electron beam manipulation114

before coupling to the first accelerating structure. In115

addition, the electron bunch is required to have a small116

normalized transverse emittance of εn ∼ 0.1 mm mrad, a117

small energy spread (typically less than 10%) and a large118

enough charge (≥ 10 pC).119

For the results reported in this paper, simulations were120

performed with WARP [28] using the azimuthal Fourier121

decomposition algorithm [29–31]. A field ionization mod-122

ule [32] based on the ADK model [33] was introduced in123

WARP to model ionization dynamics. A summary of the124

parameters used in our calculations is given in Table I.125

a0(zf ) is the maximum value of laser amplitude in nor-126

malized units, a0(z) = maxr,t [ea(r, z, t)/meωc], where ω127

is the laser frequency, e the electron charge, me the elec-128

tron mass and a(r, z, t) the vector potential of the initially129

bi-Gaussian laser pulse. The value of a0(z) = 1.1 corre-130

sponds to the maximum value of laser amplitude at the131

focal plane longitudinal position in vacuum, z = zf .132133

The plasma electron density, ne, is chosen to be in the134

range of (1018 − 1019) cm−3. In this range, the density135

is high enough for self-focusing of the laser pulse to be136

achieved, while low enough for the dephasing length Ld,137

Ld ∝ (λ3p/λ
2
0)a0 ∝ n−3/2e0 (where a constant of order unity138

has been neglected), to be in the mm-range and allow for139

electron acceleration to energies in the required range;140

here λp is the plasma wavelength and λ0 the laser wave-141

Maximum electron
number density on axis

max(ne0) 7.8× 1018 cm−3

Longitudinal density profile ELISA profile
Plasma length Lp 2.4 mm
Gas composition 99%H2 + 1%N2

Laser profile bi−Gaussiana

Normalized vector potential a0(zf ) 1.1
Laser wavelength λ0 0.8µm
Laser spot size (wb) σ 17µm
Laser duration (FWHM) τ 40 fs
Laser focal position zf 1.9 mm

Laser polarization
linear

(in y−direction)

Number of Fourier modes 2
Number of particles/cell 36 macro
Cell size in r δr λ0/2
Cell size in z δz λ0/50

aGaussian in temporal and spatial profiles
bRadius of the beam at 1/e2

Table I. List of parameters.

length. The density profile, so-called ELISA [34] profile,142

corresponds to the density profile achieved in a gas cell143

developed as an injector medium for multi-stage exper-144

iments planned in the frame of the CILEX project [35].145

The ELISA profile was computed by 3D FLUID simu-146

lations performed using openFOAM [36], and character-147

ized experimentally [34]. It is considered as the reference148

profile for the numerical studies presented here.149

Fig. 1 shows the evolution of a0 (red solid line), the150

normalized vector potential of the laser pulse (red solid151

line), and the plasma electron density normalized to its152

maximum (grey dashed line, ELISA profile), with respect153

to the propagation axis z. The shaded region of length154155

∼ 630µm represents the window of electron injection in156

the laser wakefield structure. Four positions are marked:157

z0 representing the beginning of electron injection, z1 a158

position in the region between the beginning of electron159

injection and the position where a0 reaches its maximum160

value z2, and z3 the end of electron injection. The laser161

pulse with moderate power, and normalized vector po-162

tential, a0, is incident with a focus position in vacuum at163

1900 µm, a position located in the down-ramp of ELISA164

profile. The reasons for using a moderate laser power are165

two-fold: as can be seen in Fig. 1, it leads to a slow growth166

of a0 due to self-focusing of the laser pulse in the smooth167

up-ramp of density before reaching a maximum, thus168

delaying the trigger of the ionization-induced injection169

mechanism, and controlling the injection window to limit170

the energy spread; it prevents a0 from reaching a value171

high enough for self-injection of electrons. In reference172

[15], a laser pulse with a0 ∼ 1.6 was needed to ionize and173

inject the 6th electron of nitrogen and create an adequate174

wake potential to trap it, whereas self-trapping of elec-175

trons happens for a0 ≥ 4. It is reported in [26] that low176
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Figure 1. Evolution of a0 with respect to the propagation
axis z. The grey dashed line shows the longitudinal density
profile of the gas cell, or ELISA profile. The shaded area
represents the injection range of length ∼ 630µm. We define
four markers in the injection zone: z0, the position where
injection begins; z1, a position between z0 and z2; z2 the
position where where a0 is maximum; z3, the position where
injection stops.

energy spread electron beams (> 120 MeV, < 15%) were177

obtained via ionization-induced injection in a weakly rel-178

ativistic laser wakefield induced by moderate power laser179

pulses (initial a0 < 1).180

B. Electron beam properties181

A simulation with the parameters shown in Table I of182

Section II A was performed. In this section we discuss183

the properties of the resulting electron beam.184

1. Electron beam energy distribution185

The electron beam energy distribution is analyzed at186

the exit of the gas cell on the z axis, zexit, equal to the187

total plasma length: zexit = Lplasma = 2.4 mm. In Fig. 2188

the charge density of the accelerated electron beam (black189

solid line) is plotted as a function of electron energy. In190191

the simulation, all electrons are tagged and can be sorted192

according to their origin: the blue dashed line represents193

the charge density of electrons ionized from N5+ → N6+
194

and the red dashed-dotted line represents the charge den-195

sity of electrons ionized from N6+ → N7+. The energy196

distribution is shown for E ≥ 10 MeV, corresponding to197

the minimum energy of trapped electrons.198
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d
Q
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(p
C
/M

e
V

)

N5+ → N6+ electrons

N6+ → N7+ electrons

Sum of all electrons

Figure 2. The blue dashed line shows the energy spectrum of
electrons from N5+ → N6+, whereas the red, dashed-dotted
line shows the energy spectrum of electrons from the ioniza-
tion of N6+ → N7+. The black solid line represents the sum
of the two spectra. Only K-shell electrons contribute to the
electron beam energy spectrum at zexit. Other electrons are
not trapped but contribute to building the plasma wake. An
energy cutoff at 10 MeV is applied.

This energy is linked to the structure of the gener-199

ated wakefields, depending strongly on the interaction200

between the laser and the longitudinal density profile201

shown in Fig. 1. For an electron to be trapped in the202

wakefield, its Lorentz factor γ is required to fulfill the203

condition [15]204

∆Ψ + 1 =
γ

γ2φ
, (II.1)

where ∆Ψ = e(Ψf − Ψi)/(mc
2), γφ = (1 − vφ2/c2)−1/2,205

and vφ is the wake phase velocity. Ψ is the wake poten-206

tial and the subscripts i and f denote the initial and final207

trapping positions, respectively. Assuming all trapped208

electrons are ionized at the maximum of the laser en-209

velope, Ψi is then taken at the corresponding position.210

From this analysis, it is inferred that the trapped elec-211

trons have at least γ ∼ 20 at the end of the injection212

phase. For this reason, the following analysis will focus213

on electrons with γ ≥ 20.214

As shown in Fig. 2, the electron spectrum is peaked215

at 65.7 MeV with a FWHM energy spread, ∆E/Epeak =216

13.1%. The highest energy extends to ∼ 74 MeV. Only217

electrons initially in the K-shell of nitrogen are acceler-218

ated to higher energies as shown by the dashed blue line219

and red dashed-dotted line. Other electrons coming ei-220

ther from nitrogen or from hydrogen are not trapped but221

contribute to building the plasma wake. This is in agree-222

ment with results obtained by other groups, for example223
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with the 3D OSIRIS particle-in-cell code [15]. Note also224

that electrons coming from the helium-like ion yield a225

higher charge and are the dominant contributors to the226

higher energy range of the energy spectrum, while those227

from the hydrogen-like ion yield a lower charge and are228

dominant contributors to the lower energy range.229

2. Dynamics of electron injection230

In order to analyze the dynamics of trapped electrons,231

we back-tracked 20000 randomly sampled trapped elec-232

trons (10000 for N5+ → N6+ and 10000 for N6+ → N7+)233

beginning from zexit back to their ionization position,234

also corresponding to the position of their first appear-235

ance in the simulation. We then study the correlation236

between the energy of electrons at zexit and their posi-237

tion of ionization, as shown in Fig. 3.238239

In Fig. 3 is shown the energy of trapped electrons at240

zexit from (a) N5+ → N6+ and (b) N6+ → N7+. The241

trapped K-shell electrons are ionized in the range from242

1250µm to 1880µm. Two kinds of electron distributions243

can be identified: Distribution I corresponds to electrons244

that have an energy higher than ∼ 55 MeV and a posi-245

tion of ionization smaller that z = 1480µm, while Dis-246

tribution II corresponds to electrons with energy at zexit247

decreasing with respect to their position of ionization.248

Electrons coming from the helium-like ion are ionized249

earlier in the propagation than those coming from the250

hydrogen-like ion, due to a lower ionization potential,251

552 and 667 eV, respectively. The total charge in Distri-252

bution I is 49.4 pC, and 34.8 pC in Distribution II, indi-253

cating that Distribution I represents 50.7% of the total254

number of trapped electrons.255

Distribution I has a position of ionization between256

1250µm and 1480µm and an energy at zexit in the range257

of 55− 74 MeV, where the spectrum is peaked as shown258

in Fig. 2. The line dividing the two distributions is lo-259

cated at z = 1480µm, and corresponds to the position260

of the change of slope in the density down-ramp of the261

ELISA profile (cf. Fig. 1), indicating that the shape of262

the density profile has a major influence on the distribu-263

tion of injected electrons.264

For distribution I, electrons from the helium-like ion265

contribute a charge of 35.6 pC while only 7.0 pC is pro-266

vided by electrons from the hydrogen-like ion. No obvi-267

ous correlation between the ionization position and the268

electron energy at zexit is discerned for distribution I,269

i.e. electrons that are ionized later in this interval can270

have the same energy as earlier ionized electrons, infer-271

ring that the injection and the acceleration processes are272

independent.273

Distribution II starts at z = 1480µm and ends at274

z = 1880µm. A clear correlation between the electron275

ionization position and electron energy at the exit of276

the plasma is observed, i.e. higher energy electrons are277

ionized first, implying continuous injection and acceler-278

ation of electrons. In this distribution, electrons from279
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Figure 3. Trapped K-shell electrons energy at zexit as a
function of their ionization position; a) blue crosses: elec-
trons from N5+ → N6+, b) red asterisks: electrons from
N6+ → N7+. Two regions are marked in the distributions:
distribution I has energy larger than 55 MeV and a position of
ionization smaller than z = 1480µm; distribution II exhibits
a decrease of energy for increased position of ionization.

the hydrogen-like ion, as shown in Fig. 3(b), provide a280

charge of 27.8 pC while electrons from the helium-like ion281

provide a charge of 13.8 pC, as shown in Fig. 3(a).282

3. Dynamics of beam loading283

We further investigate the correlation between injec-284

tion and acceleration processes by looking into the am-285

plitude of accelerating wave structures.286

In Fig. 4 are plotted the normalized laser field287

(blue/light grey), the normalized longitudinal wakefield288
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(red/grey line) and the energy of electrons divided by289

40 MeV (represented by a set of points with colour scale290

for charge density) as a function of space around three291

positions in the density profile z1 = 1435µm, z2, and292

z3 as marked in Fig. 1. The laser propagates from left293294

to right. Electrons that satisfy the trapping condition,295

given by Eq. II.1 are trapped in the first bucket, defined296

by the region of negative Ez bounded by zero crossing.297

At z1, the laser envelope is already deformed due to298

self-focusing, and the non-linear accelerating wakefields299

are distorted due to the wakefield of injected electrons.300

Ionized electrons that satisfy the trapping condition are301

trapped and accelerated at the back of the bucket. How-302

ever the widening of accelerating structures causes later303

trapped electrons to lag behind earlier injected ones; the304

latter are accelerated to a higher energy as compared to305

the former, an evidence of continuous injection of elec-306

trons in the bucket.307

At the position of maximum laser intensity, z2, we ob-308

serve an increase in the charge density as compared to309

the previous position z1, suggesting that more electrons310

are trapped in the bucket, and the wake is severely modi-311

fied due to beam loading effects. Electrons at the back of312

the bucket experience a strong accelerating field, there-313

fore their energy quickly catches up with previously in-314

jected electrons, consequently forming two high energy315

distributions. At the end of the ionization region, at z3,316

the accelerating plasma wave structure is heavily beam317

loaded, resulting in the inhibition of further injection.318

The flattened normalized wakefield, Es,N = 0.22, giving319

Es = 59.1 GV/m, accelerates a rather energetic, homoge-320

nized electron bunch with a central energy of ∼ 62.6 MeV321

in the highest charge density region, corresponding to the322

peak observed in the spectrum of Fig. 2.323

Fig. 5 shows a 2-dimensional map in the x − z plane324

of the electron density at position z2. The laser ampli-325326

tude is located between z = 1628µm and z = 1638µm.327

A black dashed-line circle is superimposed to delimit the328

blown-out region. Trapped electrons are located in a re-329

gion extending from the sheath of high density at the330

back of the cavity to the center of the blown-out region.331

The charge of the injected electron bunch in this struc-332

ture is Q = 37.2 pC. This value can be compared to the333

analytical prediction for the amount of charge that can334

be loaded in the nonlinear wakes given in [37]. It can be335

evaluated as336

Qs =
1

43
1

Es
(kpRb)

4(
mc2

re
), (II.2)

where re = e2/(mc2) is the classical radius, Rb is the337

radius of the blown-out region, kp is the wavenumber of338

the plasma waves and Es is the flattened wakefield am-339

plitude. At z2, the simulation gives kpRb = 1.74 and340

Es,N = 0.55, giving Es = 147.7 GV/m. Using these341

values in Eq. II.2, we obtain Qs = 28.5 pC. This ana-342

lytical prediction is of the same order of magnitude as343

the amount of charge calculated in the simulation, thus344

confirming that the operating regime is a beam-loaded345
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Figure 4. (Color online) Evolution of the normalized laser
field, eEy/2mcω0 (in light blue/light gray), the normalized
wakefield, eEz/mcmax(ωp) (in red/gray) and the energy, E
of electrons (represented by a set of points) for the three po-
sitions of interest z1−3 as marked in Fig. 1. The color bar
represents charge density. The black rectangle at z3 repre-
sents electrons in the high charge density region, with energy
above 50 MeV.

blown-out regime.346

At the end of the injection region, z3, the high-347

energy electron bunch has a peak energy of 62.6 MeV348
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Figure 5. Electron density in the (x − z) plane at z2, with
superimposed laser amplitude and injected electron bunch.
The horizontal color bar represents the normalized electron
density in arbitrary unit and the vertical color bar depicts the
energy of trapped electrons. A black dashed circle of 4.7µm
radius is superimposed on the map to show the shape of the
blown-out region.

and a FWHM energy spread, ∆E/Epeak = 14.2%. Con-349

sidering only high energy electrons in the energy range350

above 50 MeV, their charge Qhigh = 43.6 pC and they are351

distributed over a length, `bunch = 6µm. The charge352

of electrons with an energy of ≥ 10 MeV at zexit is353

Q≥10MeV = 84.1 pC. The ratio of Qhigh/Q≥10MeV ∼ 0.52,354

indicating that a significant amount of charge is found in355

the peak at z3.356

Fig. 6 shows the evolution of the charge density with357

respect to the electron energy for three positions during358

the injection process. At z1, the injection process has359
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Figure 6. Evolution of the charge density with respect to
the energy with an energy cutoff at 10 MeV at three different
positions: z1−3 corresponding to the cases of Fig. 4.

360

just begun, the spectrum exhibits a decrease of charge361

density with respect to electron energy, a characteristic362

of the continuous injection process. At z2, a peak with a363

central energy of 32 MeV is formed. At z3, an increase of364

the population of electrons in the peak energy region is365

observed. Electrons injected earlier are now situated at366

the center of the bucket and form the bulk of the peak;367

they experience smaller accelerating wakefields compared368

to later injected electrons, some of which caught up with369

the initially injected ones and ended up populating the370

peak region.371

At the exit of the gas cell, zexit the same372

electron bunch has increased its peak energy to373

Epeak = 65.7 MeV, and its FWHM energy spread is re-374

duced to ∆E/Epeak = 13.1%. On one hand, the accel-375

erating wakefields remain relatively flat throughout the376

length of the electron bunch up to the exit of the plasma377

gas cell, therefore the energy spread is preserved. On the378

other hand, due to the decrease in density along the prop-379

agation axis, the accelerating wakefields become weaker,380

so that the energy gained by the electron bunch between381

z3 and zexit is small, ∼ 3.1 MeV.382

The accelerating field, Ez can be deduced directly with383

the equation ∆E = qLaccEz. The length over which384

most of acceleration occurs, Lacc is the distance between385

the beginning and end of position of ionization of the386

trapped electrons, respectively 1250µm and 1880µm (cf387

Fig. 3). For ∆E = 65.7 MeV with Lacc = 630µm,388

Ez = 104.3 GV/m, which corresponds to the average field389

in the injection zone.390

From the presented results, the fact that electrons with391

quite different trapping positions reach the same final en-392

ergy can be explained as follows: first, a strong increase393

and the deformation of the accelerating fields occur dur-394

ing the trapping of electrons due to nonlinear effects,395

and play a significant role in homogenizing the energy of396

the initially trapped and later trapped electrons. Elec-397

trons are first trapped at the back of bucket, then the398

bucket enlarges due to laser self-focusing, as a result the399

newly generated electrons are trapped behind the earlier400

trapped electrons, where the accelerating field reaches401

a higher value; second, as soon as the trapping is sup-402

pressed, the high energy electron bunch, as long as it403

remains in the accelerating wakefields, is accelerated up404

to the exit of the gas cell.405

4. Beam emittance406

The beam emittance is a key parameter to deter-407

mine the conditions to transport the beam to the second408

stage of the accelerator. Here we evaluate the normal-409

ized beam emittance along each axis as, εxi,rms, using410

ε2xi,rms = 〈x2i 〉〈p2i 〉−〈xipi〉2 where xi are the positions, pi411

are the corresponding momenta normalized to mec. The412

emittance in x− and in y− directions are plotted as func-413

tions of electron energy in Fig. 7(a) and (b) respectively;414

the insets of Fig. 7(a) and (b) show the distribution of415
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electrons in (x, px) and in (y, py) phase space at the exit416

of the plasma, zexit.417
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Figure 7. Emittance of the electron bunch at the exit of the
plasma, zexit as a function of electron energy in (a) x− and
in (b) y− directions. The energy bin interval is 6.4 MeV.
Insets of (a) and (b) represent the distribution of electrons
with E ≥ 10 MeV in (x, px) and in (y, py) phase space. The
color bars represent the electron density normalized to its
maximum.418

419

Considering all electrons with E ≥ 10 MeV in the420

first bucket, εx,rms = 0.33 mm mrad and εy,rms =421

2.09 mm mrad. εy,rms is larger than εx,rms because422

of the oscillation of electrons in the laser polarization423

y−direction. Defining the rms divergence as θ⊥ =424

∆p⊥,rms/p‖, gives θx = 6.9 mrad and θy = 18.5 mrad425

at position zexit.426

Figure 7(a) and (b) show that the emittance along the427

x− and y− axis are roughly constant with respect to elec-428

tron energy, indicating that only the ionization process429

contributes to electron position xi,rms and momentum430

pi,rms.431

III. TUNING ELECTRON BUNCH ENERGY432

WHILE PRESERVING ENERGY SPREAD433

Experimental results [19] in a two-stage gas target have434

shown that tailoring the density profile leads to the sep-435

aration of the processes of electron injection and accel-436

eration and permits independent control of both. The437

results of section II give indications on the ways to con-438

trol injection and acceleration processes independently in439

a single gas target. In this section we explore the energy440

tunability of the electron beam with preservation of its441

energy spread.442

Starting from the results obtained at z3, the position443

where the injection stops for the ELISA profile, we tai-444

lor the density profile along the z-axis for z > z3 in or-445

der to tune electron energy. The high energy part of446

the spectrum with E ≥ 50 MeV and the largest elec-447

tron charge is selected at the end of the injection pro-448

cess (z = 1900µm), as indicated by the black rectangle449

in Fig. 4(z3). As pointed out in section II, this elec-450

tron bunch represents a significant portion of the total451

trapped electrons.452

The strategy to maximize the energy gain of this453

electron bunch while preserving its energy spread is to454

achieve the largest possible, flat accelerating wakefield455

while maintaining the electron bunch in the acceleration456

phase. Numerical experiments were performed to further457

investigate this idea by tailoring the longitudinal density458

profile in the acceleration phase.459

A. Flat density profile beyond z3460

A first example is illustrated in Fig. 8. The longi-461

tudinal density profile of interest is shown in Fig. 8(a).462

In Fig. 8(b) are plotted the electron bunch distribution463464

together with the laser field and the wakefields at z4,465

and at zexit in Fig. 8(c). Although electrons have gained466

∼ 20 MeV between z3 and z4, the accelerating wakefields467

are no longer flat, and electrons at the head and the tail468

of the bunch experience weaker accelerating wakefields469

as compared to the center part, resulting in the growth470

of energy spread in both these areas. As a0 becomes471

∼ 1, the plasma wave is gradually becoming a regular472

sinusoidal oscillation with frequency ωp(z). During the473

propagation between z3 and z4 or zexit, the longitudinal474

extension of accelerating wakefields has shrinked signifi-475

cantly at what used to be the back of the bucket, and this476

effect caused the tail of the electron bunch to travel in477

decelerating wakefields; as a result, the tail of the bunch478
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Figure 8. (Color online) (a) Tailored longitudinal density pro-
file with a constant density extended from the end of the in-
jection process. Three positions are marked, z3, the end of
the injection process; z4, intermediate position between the
end of the injection and the exit of the gas cell, zexit. Two
distinct instants z4 and zexit of the normalized laser fields,
eEy/2mcω0 (in light blue/light gray), the normalized wake-
field, eEz/mcmax(ωp) (in red/gray) and the energy, E of
traced electrons (E ≥ 50 MeV at z3) represented by a set of
points, are shown in (b) and (c).

is being decelerated while the head is still being acceler-479

ated, resulting in an asymmetrical growth of the energy480

spread.481

Fig. 9 shows the spectra of accelerated electrons with482

energy E ≥ 30MeV at different positions z3, z4 and zexit.483

These spectra show that the electron bunch energy is in-484
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Figure 9. Charge density of accelerated electrons having E ≥
30 MeV with respect to electron energy obtained from the
simulation using the longitudinal density profile featured in
Fig. 8(a) at different positions z3, z4 and zexit.

485

486

creased, so as the charge at the peak energy between z3487

and z4, thus improving the FWHM ∆E/Epeak to 11.5%;488

however a decrease of 14.4% of the charge at the peak en-489

ergy and an increase in the FWHM ∆E/Epeak to 12% for490

the spectrum at zexit results from the fact that some elec-491

trons are decelerated. This observation is explained by492

the shrinkage of the accelerating fields structure, leading493

to the subsequent slippage of electrons into the deceler-494

ating wakefields, as shown in Fig. 8(c).495

The evolution of the laser vector potential, a0 for this496

case is similar to the one represented in Fig. 1, inferring497

that the variation in the density profile has no great in-498

fluence on the laser propagation.499

The energy gain starting from the end of the injection500

process z3 up to the exit of the gas cell zexit is ∆E =501

28.2 MeV, corresponding to an average accelerating field502

in the acceleration phase of Ez = 56.4 GV/m.503

In Fig. 10 are plotted the emittance along x− and y−504

directions with respect to electron energy, corresponding505

to the profile of Fig. 8(a). εxrms
and εyrms

are preserved,506507

their values are comparable to those shown in Fig. 7. This508

result also confirms that there is no significant influence509

on the emittance caused by the interaction with the tail510

of the laser pulse and the head of the electron beam, as511

observed in Fig.8 [38].512
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Figure 10. Normalized beam emittances, εxrms (blue solid
line) and εyrms (dashed red line) simulated with the longitu-
dinal density profile in Fig. 8(a) with respect to energy. The
energy bin interval is 6.8 MeV.

B. Linear density down-ramp beyond z3513

The slippage of the tail of the electron bunch into the514

decelerating wakefields as shown in Fig. 8(c) leads to515

the growth of energy spread. Phase slippage in increas-516

ing density taper has been proposed [39–43] for control-517

ling electron energy. Here, the decrease of longitudinal518

plasma density is used to minimize the growth of en-519

ergy spread. In order to maintain the electron bunch520

in the plasma wave focusing and accelerating phase up521

to zexit, the plasma wave extension has to be larger522

than the bunch extension i.e. λp(z)/4 & `bunch. For523

`bunch ∼ 6µm, with λp[µm] ∼ 3.3 × 1010
√
ne0[cm−3], it524

gives ne ≤ 1.94 × 1018cm−3. From Fig. 8(b) it can be525

observed that the plasma wave is approaching the lin-526

ear regime and that the electron bunch begins to slip527

into the decelerating wakefields. We can therefore im-528

pose ne(z4) = 1.94 × 1018cm−3 and use a linear density529

gradient from z3 as shown in Fig. 11(a).530531

In Fig. 11(b) and (c) are plotted the evolution of the532

electron bunch distribution, together with the laser fields533

and wakefields at two distinct positions z4 and zexit. The534

gradual decrease of density increases λp and helps the535

electron bunch to stay in the accelerating phase of the536

wakefields; the symmetry of this electron bunch is pre-537

served over a longer distance compared to the case with538

a flat density shown in Fig. 8. Also, due to the weaker539

accelerating wakefields as the density is decreased, the en-540

ergy gain of the electron bunch is reduced, ∆E = 17 MeV,541

with an average accelerating field in the acceleration542

phase of Ez = 34 GV/m.543544
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Figure 11. (Color online) (a) Tailored longitudinal density
profile with a linear density down-ramp extended from the end
of the injection process to the plasma exit. Three positions
are marked, z3, the end of the injection process; z4, interme-
diate position between the end of the injection and the exit
of the gas cell, zexit. Two distinct instants z4 and zexit of the
normalized laser fields, eEy/2mcω0 (in light blue/light gray),
the normalized wakefield, eEz/mcmax(ωp) (in red/gray) and
the energy, E of traced electrons (E ≥ 50 MeV at z3) repre-
sented by a set of points, are shown in (b) and (c).

Fig. 12 depicts the evolution of the spectrum of the545
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Figure 12. Charge density of the accelerated electrons with
respect to the electron energy simulated using the longitudinal
density profile featured in Fig. 11(a) at different positions z3,
z4 and zexit .

electron beam at z3, z4 and zexit. Between z3, z4, the546

energy of the electron bunch the charge at the peak both547

increase, the FWHM ∆E is preserved. The comparison548

of spectra at z4 and zexit shows that the peak energy549

is increased by 20 MeV, therefore FWHM ∆E/Epeak is550

reduced from 14.2% (at z3) to 11.0% (at zexit).551552

C. Discussion553

The normalized beam emittances with respect to en-554

ergy shown in Fig. 13 are very similar to those in Fig. 10.555

Using profiles in Fig. 8(a) and 11(a), εxrms and εyrms in556

both cases are preserved.557

Fig. 14 summarizes the energy distribution of the elec-558

tron bunches in the peak for each of the three longitudinal559

density profiles. The final charge remains at Q = 43.6 pC560

for all three simulations, implying that no electrons were561

lost during the acceleration process.562563

In this simulation, the evolution of the laser vector564

potential, a0 remains similar to the one represented in565

Fig. 1. This suggests that the tailored density profile in566

this region has no great influence on the laser propaga-567

tion.568

Table II summarizes the values of peak energy and569

energy spread for the three cases. For the simulation with570571

profile (a), Epeak at zexit is lower due to the decreasing572

accelerating wakefields in the descending phase of the573

density. The simulation with profile (c) gives the highest574

Epeak and the FWHM ∆E/Epeak at zexit is decreased to575

12%. The result that offers the best compromise with576

the considered parameters is from the simulation with577
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Figure 13. Normalized beam emittances, εx,rms (blue solid
line) and εy,rms (dashed red line) simulated with the longi-
tudinal density profile in Fig. 11(a) with respect to energy.
Only electrons of E ≥ 25 MeV are depicted. The energy bin
interval is 6.7 MeV.
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Figure 14. Energy distribution of the traced electron bunch
(E ≥ 50 MeV at z3) at the exit of the gas cell, zexit, the
onsets above each spectrum show the corresponding tailored
longitudinal density profile: (a) with ELISA profile, (b) with
a descending gradient, (c) with a plateau.

profile (b), the FWHM ∆E/Epeak is decreased to 11%578

and the Epeak is increased by ∼ 16.9 MeV as compared579

to the result from the initial longitudinal density profile,580

depicted by profile (a).581
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Table II. Comparison of the peak energy, Epeak and FWHM
∆E/Epeak of the accelerated electron bunches in different lon-
gitudinal density profile.

Longitudinal
density profile

Peak energy,
Epeak(MeV)

FWHM
∆E/Epeak(%)

(a) ELISA profile 65.7 13.1
(b) Descending gradient 82.6 11.0
(c) Plateau 90.8 12.0

From the presented results, the growth in FWHM582

∆E/Epeak observed in Fig. 8(c) is mainly caused by583

the evolution from nonlinear, beam-loaded accelerating584

wakefields to sinusoidal oscillations when a0 declines.585

This effect is mitigated using a descending gradient with586

the appropriate density predicted using the linear theory.587

Simulations with this longitudinal density profile show a588

decrease in the FWHM energy spread.589

The presented method demonstrates a way to optimize590

the energy and the energy spread of electron bunches591

needed for injection into a multi-stage plasma-based ac-592

celerator. Other beam parameters should also be opti-593

mized before they could be used in high energy applica-594

tions, such as the beam charge, to be increased by at least595

a factor of 2, and the beam emittance, to be reduced to596

1mm mrad or less. Optimization of these two parameters597

while maintaining the energy spread is foreseen through598

tailoring of the driving laser beam distribution and is the599

goal of future work.600

The obtained electron bunch properties are suitable for601

example for very high energy electron therapy (VHEET),602

which requires an energy range between 50 and 250 MeV603

for treatment of deep-seated tumours (> 10 cm) [44, 45].604

IV. CONCLUSION605

We have presented a detailed analysis of electron dy-606

namics in the injection and acceleration processes. With607

the chosen laser plasma parameters, simulation results608

produce an electron bunch with Epeak of 65.7 MeV, a609

FWHM energy spread ∆E/Epeak of 13.1% and a charge610

of 43.6 pC, where the FWHM energy spread is yet to611

be improved. The moderate power laser pulse restricts612

the injection to only ionization induced injection and a613

focal position in the descending gradient of the longitu-614

dinal density profile allows a slow growth of the vector615

potential, a0, delaying the ionization processes, result-616

ing in the shortening of the injection range as compared617

to the plasma length. In this parameter range, beam618

loading effects are responsible for two distinct phenom-619

ena: the inhibition of the injection process and the ho-620

mogenization of the energy distribution of the trapped621

electron bunch. By separating injection and acceleration622

processes, an additional degree of control is gained in the623

acceleration process. We tailored the longitudinal den-624

sity profile starting from the position of the end of the625

injection process up to the end of the plasma, in order626

to accelerate the electron bunch to a higher energy while627

preserving its energy spread.628

Results from WARP simulations using three Fourier629

modes in the azimuthal Fourier decomposition algorithm630

show no significant modification in the beam properties,631

confirming the accuracy of simulations using two Fourier632

modes, as presented in this article. The best possible633

result with the considered parameters is obtained using634

the descending gradient in the longitudinal density pro-635

file. This approach takes into consideration the maxi-636

mization of the accelerating wakefields and the rephas-637

ing of the electron bunch to minimize the FWHM energy638

spread. It is shown that both the charge and the emit-639

tance in x− and y− directions of the electron bunch are640

preserved and the FWHM ∆E/Epeak is reduced.641
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